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Execute Service

The execute service enables users or other services to launch CLI operations with any MediaPackage element as arguments.
This provides the most flexible way of operating with the MediaPackage resources and run utility commands such as
qtfaststart without the need of writing "boilerplate" Java code.

This service and its associated operation handlers (once and many ) can be seen as an improvement of the existing CLI
Workflow Operation, but the latter has the disadvantage that the commands are run by the ADMIN machine, which makes it
unsuitable for long-running or CPU-intensive tasks that should be run by the WORKER machines. The Execute Service uses the
facilities provided by the Service Registry to balance the different jobs across the different worker machines present in the
cluster.

You can find more information in the PDF presentation used in the Opencast Unconference at Osnabrück.
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Install Execute Service

Single-machine environment

1. Clone the necessary bundles from Teltek's Github in a directory of your choice:

2. Set up your current Matterhorn version in all the pom.xml files within the Execute bundles:

In the following instructions, it is assumed that the source code is stored in a directory named $MH_SRC, and Felix is in
a directory named $FELIX_HOME. Please note that, from 1.4 onwards, $MH_SRC and $FELIX_HOME are the same
directory



git clone git://github.com/teltek/matterhorn-modules.git
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2. Set up your current Matterhorn version in all the pom.xml files within the Execute bundles:
a. Check your exact Matterhorn version by examining the first <version> tag within the $MH_SRC/pom.xml file.
b. Substitute that value in the <matterhorn.version> tags within the pom.xml files in the matterhorn-
execute-api, matterhorn-execute-impl and matterhorn-execute-operations bundles.

c. You can do this in one step by running the following command from the matterhorn_modules directory (the
one you have just clone'd from git):

3. Compile the bundles with Maven:
1.3 and earlier:

1.4 and above:

Multi-machine environment

In a typical Matterhorn cluster with (at least) three machines, you need to install some bundles in your ADMIN and WORKER
machines. The following steps have to be completed in both the admin and worker(s).

Installation in the Admin machine

1. Clone the necessary bundles from Teltek's Github in a directory of your choice:

2. Set up your current Matterhorn version in all the pom.xml files within the Execute bundles:
a. Check your exact Matterhorn version by examining the first <version> tag within the $MH_SRC/pom.xml file.
b. Substitute that value in the <matterhorn.version> tags within the pom.xml files in the matterhorn-
execute-api, matterhorn-execute-remote and matterhorn-execute-operations bundles.

c. You can do this in one step by running the following command from the matterhorn_modules directory (the
one you have just clone'd from git):

cd matterhorn-modules
sed -i "/<matterhorn.version>[^>]\+<\/matterhorn.version>/s//<matterhorn.version>$(grep -m 1 "

cd matterhorn-execute-api
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$FELIX_HOME/matterhorn
cd ..
cd matterhorn-execute-impl
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$FELIX_HOME/matterhorn
cd ..
cd matterhorn-execute-operations
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$FELIX_HOME/matterhorn

cd matterhorn-execute-api
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$MH_SRC/lib/matterhorn
cd ..
cd matterhorn-execute-impl
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$MH_SRC/lib/matterhorn
cd ..
cd matterhorn-execute-operations
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$MH_SRC/lib/matterhorn

git clone git://github.com/teltek/matterhorn-modules.git
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3. Compile the bundles with Maven:
1.3 and earlier:

1.4 and above:

Installation in the Worker machine(s)

1. Clone the necessary bundles from Teltek's Github in a directory of your choice:

2. Set up your current Matterhorn version in all the pom.xml files within the Execute bundles:
a. Check your exact Matterhorn version by examining the first <version> tag within the $MH_SRC/pom.xml file.
b. Substitute that value in the <matterhorn.version> tags within the pom.xml files in the matterhorn-
execute-api and matterhorn-execute-impl bundles.

c. You can do this in one step by running the following command from the matterhorn_modules directory (the
one you have just clone'd from git):

3. Compile the bundles with Maven:
1.3 and earlier:

cd matterhorn-modules
sed -i "/<matterhorn.version>[^>]\+<\/matterhorn.version>/s//<matterhorn.version>$(grep -m 1 "

cd matterhorn-execute-api
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$FELIX_HOME/matterhorn
cd ..
cd matterhorn-execute-remote
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$FELIX_HOME/matterhorn
cd ..
cd matterhorn-execute-operations
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$FELIX_HOME/matterhorn

cd matterhorn-execute-api
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$MH_SRC/lib/matterhorn
cd ..
cd matterhorn-execute-remote
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$MH_SRC/lib/matterhorn
cd ..
cd matterhorn-execute-operations
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$MH_SRC/lib/matterhorn

git clone git://github.com/teltek/matterhorn-modules.git

cd matterhorn-modules
sed -i "/<matterhorn.version>[^>]\+<\/matterhorn.version>/s//<matterhorn.version>$(grep -m 1 "

cd matterhorn-execute-api
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1.4 and above:

Service configuration

The service configuration is in the file org.opencastproject.execute.impl.ExecuteServiceImpl.properties in
the directory MH_HOME/etc/services (1.4 and above) or FELIX_HOME/conf/services (other versions), and consists of
only one configuration key:

commands.allowed: A space-separated list of commands that the service can run.

By convention, for security reasons if commands.allowed is empty or undefined, the service won't be able to run any command.
Use the especial key * to execute any command.

 

Parameter Substitution
The line containing the arguments to the command (params) allows some placeholders that are substituted by actual file paths
before running the command.

Placeholder Meaning

#{in} The absolute path to the input element

#{out} The name of the output element (provided in other of the service arguments)

#
{flavor(some/flavor)}

Returns an element matching the specified flavor. If several elements have the
same flavor, the first (as returned by MediaPackage#getElementsByFlavor) is
used

#{id} The Mediapackage ID

If you need other parameters to be exposed to the argument list (just like the ones in the table), please write us a mail to

mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$FELIX_HOME/matterhorn
cd ..
cd matterhorn-execute-impl
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$FELIX_HOME/matterhorn

cd matterhorn-execute-api
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$MH_SRC/lib/matterhorn
cd ..
cd matterhorn-execute-impl
mvn clean install -DdeployTo=$MH_SRC/lib/matterhorn

Distributed Deployments
When the executed service is deployed in a distributed Mattehorn installation, each WORKER machine will have its
own configuration file. Therefore, any configuration changes or additions must be done in all the worker
machines. It is the same behaviour found with the encoding profiles configuration.



Production environments
Note that using commands.allowed is recommended in production environments for security reasons.
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If you need other parameters to be exposed to the argument list (just like the ones in the table), please write us a mail to
include them.

Use environment variables in the argument list

Since the 13th June, 2013 (commit c17cc3ff80d7f693a41d19c4e6f81bfcbaba780b), other environment variables can be
included in the command line by using the syntax #{name}, where name is the variable name, as defined in the Execute
Service's configuration file (org.opencastproject.execute.impl.ExecuteServiceImpl.properties) or in the
global configuration file (config.properties).

The substitution will be done in the following order of precedence:

1. Placeholders defined in the table above.
2. Configuration keys defined in org.opencastproject.execute.impl.ExecuteServiceImpl.properties.
3. Configuration keys defined in config.properties.

For instance, suppose you you use the Execute Service with the following arguments:

The command run will actually receive that argument list untouched, because my.property is not a valid placeholder, nor is
defined in the Execute Service's config file or config.properties.

However, if you define:

, then the command will get the following argument list:

If you define the same variable in the Execute Service's configuration file (regardless the variable is defined in
config.properties or not):

, then the actual argument list will be:

(Thanks, Rute Santos, for providing the patch for this feature!).

Examples of use
This service is best used within a workflow through one of the following operations:

ExecuteManyWorkflowOperation
ExecuteOnceWorkflowOperation

"John Doe" xyz #{my.property}

config.properties

my.property = foo

"John Doe" xyz foo

org.opencastproject.execute.impl.ExecuteServiceImpl.properties

my.property = bar 

"John Doe" xyz bar

https://opencast.jira.com/wiki/display/MHDOC/ExecuteManyWorkflowOperation
https://opencast.jira.com/wiki/display/MHDOC/ExecuteOnceWorkflowOperation
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Improvements to the Service
This server is in development and more features (mainly related to making more characteristics of the MediaPackage elements
available in the command line) are expected to come. However the features described above are being actively used in a
production environment and can be considered stable.

More info
The author (Rubén Pérez, Teltek) is glad to answer any request for more information, doubt or question about the service. Those
interested are kindly asked to use the general Matterhorn list (matterhorn@opencastproject.org) for the benefit of the
community.
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